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A. PERSONAL DETAILS

A.1 Name

Massimiliano Ferraina

A.2 Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

23/05/1973

A.3 Country of citizenship

Italy
Map It

A.4 Country of residence

Portugal
Map It

B. COMPANY DETAILS

B.1 Name

Massimiliano Ferraina

B.2 Year of foundation or beginning of professional artistic career

2009

B.3 Portrait or company’s picture

MassimilianoFerraina.jpg

B.4 Address

Rua Cidade da Praia 7
2 ESQ
Barreiro 2830-164
Portugal
Map It

B.5 Phone

+351912319721

B.6 Email

massferraina@gmail.com

Digital Platforms

Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/massimilianoferraina

C. ARTISTIC WORK

http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Italy
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Portugal
https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FMassimilianoFerraina.jpg&form-id=1&field-id=28&hash=76040aa52b5170fe933b913efc4ee794e42ad3c178291384213dcf0f651e695d
http://maps.google.com/maps?q=Rua+Cidade+da+Praia+7+2+ESQ+Barreiro+2830-164+Portugal
mailto:massferraina@gmail.com
https://www.facebook.com/massimilianoferraina
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C.1 Choose the artistic field(s) your work most closely relates to:

Hybrid/transdisciplinary

If hybrid/transdisciplinary, combining what fields?

The project combines storytelling, performing arts, digital photography, film and digital interactive media to create a collective
experience connecting dots between humans/nature.

C.2 Have you had previous experience creating abroad?

Yes

If yes, where?

2019/United Kingdom/ Liverpool Hope University

C.3 Have you had previous experience touring abroad?

No

C.4 Usual target audiences

Youth (13-25)
Adults (26-65)
Other

If other, please detail

Artists

C.5 Presentation/biography/artist statement, including a brief description of your main motivations when creating, as well
as an overview of your international career (when applicable).

In the last 10 years, I have been interested and involved in producing films or new and mixed media storytelling for my
projects or collaborating with other artists or in a corporate environment. My main practice has been writing, directing, and
also producing creative documentaries on hopefully thought-provoking topics. I see my practice as an in-depth personal
journey connecting personal and social dots. I was born in Calabria, Southern Italy in May 1973. I held a degree in Sociology
of Media and Communication including a period of study in Lisbon as an Erasmus student in 1994/95. While completing my
studies in Rome, I started to work as an assistant at White Light Studio, Theo Eshetu’s video art production studio and
became interested in multidisciplinary art forms that combine technology, identity and esthetics, social practices and human
rights while and I entered in contact with film and media production practices. I worked for television as a researcher and
producer for the experimental TV production company Elettrosofia for short documentaries and TV specials on Pop and LGBT
culture and co-edited the feature film Rosa Tigre (2000) by Tonino De Bernardi presented at Venice Film Festival. After
attending the first year of the Master in Writing and Directing Documentary Films (2007-08) in Naples I moved back to
Calabria and directed and produced an award-winning short documentary “Oltre l’Inverno” (2010), a portrait of a mother
fighting for justice. Even if my main interest is the creation of documentary films I have been always enriched my practice by
attending workshops and training courses in performing arts that I see as a complement of my continuous training and
improvement approach. Working a the documentary project My Nature (2016) has been a completely international journey
starting from searching for international co-producers, attending meetings and international audiovisual markets, to selection
in festivals in Europe and Americas and the digital distribution by a New York-based audiovisual distributor. My main
motivation when creating is to produce a cultural object that can reach a wider and international audience and start a dialogue
and conversation.

C.6 Has your work previously entailed participatory practices?
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Yes

How has it been developed?

My most significant experience in using participatory practices involved a group of people with mental health issues. This
group, including different age ranges and long and short term treatments, was involved in a job experience within local
companies in Catanzaro (Calabria). The project “Work Experience” (2011) also included post-work workshops to unwind and
share experiences. During six months the participants, using role-playing and storytelling practices, created a reflection on
everyday work challenges that had led to a writing-storyboarding participatory workshop and a filming session. I conducted
various sessions including the production of the short video “Parole Chiave” as the final act. The video shows gestures and
details representing challenges and opportunities experienced in the work environment such as taking the bus to go to work
or answering the phone. The number of people involved varied during the project: from 20 to 25 participants participated in at
least one of the different phases and sessions even if only 6 managed to complete the journey up to the shooting. This has
involved a constant redefinition and adaptation of the methods and practices of participation while the main idea of fighting the
stigma that people with mental health issues experience daily remained central in the final video. Supported by mental health
professionals involved, I have had the opportunity to experience redefining goals and expectations. Different mental disorders
affect the ability to use the imagination, to keep attention, to re-organize your thinking or take action in the event of a change
in circumstances. I like to structure the participation and be open to adjusting to participants needs, leaving the interactions to
inspire the outcome and guide participants to find a sense of belonging and creative freedom. In my training sessions created
ad hoc for the volunteers of the Bari International Gender Film Festival (2018), 15 volunteers were trained to perform different
tasks in the Festival venues but also to create a journal of their experience using mixed media for the blog in the official
website.

C.7 Has your work previously involved site-specific / local contexts-inspired practices?

Yes

How has it been developed?

In producing Book Trailers of the three books shortlisted for the Tropea Literary Prize, in 2012 and 2013, my main focus was
to restage these book's main stories in a local context working with local’s professionals and non-professionals. The project
involved sharing the idea of staging the story in the local community with a small group of librarians, teachers and book lovers
and getting inspiration for people, props, and local places to film. Location scouting and auditions were supported by people
of the local community and local theatre school teachers helped in selecting and training young performers or adults from the
small and touristic coastal town as actors. Although the town has high tourist popularity and offers more cultural options
during the summer, the opportunities for training or creating in a professional context are scarce during the winter season and
this project was designed to involve local young and adults in the local community in creative production.
In general, I see my artistic process always inspired by local context and agents. Every individual story is shaped by the
context. Our personal story is the result of the relationship between ourselves, others and the environment. Creating creative
opportunities in communities that have not easy access or are not used to creative cultural practices has helped my capacity
to connect with people from different backgrounds and redefine my perception of aspects like leadership as a tool to create
trust and confidence. Working with people in local communities or for documentaries has strengthened my ability to
understand how to localize and contextualise a broader idea and support and encourage people to give their best.

C.8 Submit your portfolio (English version mandatory), including:

Submit your portfolio(Required)
The document should be named as follows: Name of artist or Company_COUNTRY.
You may merge different .pdfs into one, as long as you make sure the maximum size of the document is not exceeded.
Remember to enable access to full-length videos whenever needed.

Massimiliano-Ferraina-_-PORTUGAL.pdf

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/index.php?gf-download=2021%2F10%2FMassimiliano-Ferraina-_-PORTUGAL.pdf&form-id=1&field-id=90&hash=28d34a46cfa51e72e0d9e9fb7e93f6c9c170cea823e96690eabe7abb0ebf7b27
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C.9 Provide a link to a freely accessible promotional video of your work or a teaser to a specific production you deem
relevant/telling of your work.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2B9IWM3YRY

D. MOTIVATION

D.1 How do you feel a transnational mobility experience, as provided within the current application, could benefit your
artistic career?

Transnational mobility has been a vital experience during my life since my time as an Erasmus student in Lisbon. That
experience marked my interest in the cultural and artistic process that later pushed me to find a more personal voice as an art
creator. I grew up in Calabria, studied in Rome, Lisbon and Naples, after moving back to Calabria, in 2013 I moved to London
and lived there and Liverpool until 2019. Currently living in the Lisbon area since September 2019, I have always found it
beneficial in terms of inspiration and personal development and connections. My experiences in the UK have provided a
broader understanding of artistic production and popular culture as one of the most influential agents of value construction.
Cultural artefacts are powerful tools to guide audiences through the main topics and climate of their time. Using a participatory
process allows them to also create social change. I would welcome an opportunity, as provided within the current application,
to have a new creation co-produced in Tandem and to improve my awareness, strengthen my knowledge and benefit from
extended support from Stronger Peripheries partners’ expertise and networks. I have been waiting for this opportunity: to
create and participate in research and creative residencies and presenting the outcome in both coproducers’ venues as well
as build possible new opportunities for transnational collaboration. I think the hybrid project I present in this application has
the potential to enable participants to express a point of view that can be understood in diverse contexts and reach a wider,
international audience. Connecting dots between humans and nature is a universal issue. Is urgent to explore how this topic
is perceived within local, and specific cultural contexts, and what kind of answers we, in the periphery, can create and
propose.

D.2 What does “Connecting Dots” mean to you? How do you see you/your artistic work may relate to the Tandem’s topic
and why might that be relevant (if you deem it to be the case)?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H2B9IWM3YRY
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I developed a specific interest in the human/nature interconnection and relationship during the making of the documentary My
Nature. I wrote and directed this documentary in collaboration with Simone Di Giacomantonio and Gianluca Loffredo. During
the six years in the making, which includes the ideation and the production of the documentary, stimulated and inspired by the
true story of the protagonist, a transgender man who finds his “true nature” in contact with nature, I have been researching,
reading and having personal experiences on this subject. Meeting the audience of this film at various international film
festivals has strengthened my conviction that nature/human interconnection is an urgent experimentation ground. The
productive conflict and opportunities that it creates in between generate diverse human stories and narratives. I came to
understand that we attach two meanings to the word nature, which comes from the Latin Natura - birth, constitution,
character, course of things and beyond nature- to be born. In its broadest interpretation, nature includes the material world
and all of its objects and phenomena; by this definition, a machine is part of nature. The other meaning is what is called “the
outdoors”. By this connotation, a man-made thing is not part of nature. This use of the term nature in a general way means
natural wildness: biodiversity, but also a backyard, a natural or wild urban path or a mountain landscape. Though we often
see ourselves as separate from nature, humans are also part of the wildness. As Richard Louv states in “The Nature
principle: reconnecting with life in a virtual age”: Every day, our relationship with nature, or the lack of it, influences our lives.
This has always been true. But in the twenty-first century, our survival or prosperity - will require a transformative framework
for that relationship, a reunion of humans with the rest of nature. In 2005, in the book “Last Child in the Woods”, the American
author introduced the term nature-deficit disorder, not a medical diagnosis, but a way to describe the growing gap between
children and nature. Nature deficit disorder is described as a diminished ability to find meaning in the life that surrounds us,
whatever form it takes. and having a direct impact on our physical, mental, and societal health.
What would life be like if we were as immersed in nature as we are in electronics? How can we find and reconnect humans
and nature in an urban context? Can we tell an intimate and personal story of this transformative relationship in an immersive
and interactive way? How can we tell a restorative history of reconnection and its impact on our senses and intelligence, on
physical, psychological, and spiritual health; on creating bonds on family and friendships and multi-species community? Our
cultural faith in technological immersion seems to have no limits but after being in lockdown for a long time and being
connected for hours from our screens, what seemed more urgent than ever was enjoying an outdoor experience,
reconnecting with nature in our personal life and consequently with the human. In fact, because of the natural challenges we
face today, we have the opportunity to connect the dots creatively, allowing a new narration of the internal/external
relationships to emerge within the human/nature ecosystem. Inspired by Richard Louv books and many different
multidisciplinary researchers, some individuals and organisations have developed effective methods and practices to help
individuals and communities reconnect to the human/nature ecosystem. These practices based on experiment and learning
can be summarised as exploring, naming, mapping, promoting and incorporating a bioregional identity.
I propose to use those methods and practices with a group of local young, adults and artists from different backgrounds
interested in creating a new narrative: exploring the urban and the wildness around us with walks and observations; naming
species collecting photos and audio samples; mapping our local impact as humans, promoting a more deep understanding of
seasonal transformation with gardening and horticulture; knowing who we are and where we are. My idea envisions to use
these participatory methods and practices to produce multimedia storytelling also in short and different forms stories: a public
garden, a narrative and interactive performance, only to name some examples. There are already different ways of looking at
this relationship in terms of economics, politics and ecology but I believe that a poetic and experimental approach can help us
redefine something that has been culturally defined for centuries and is still a definition in progress. As a result of these
cultural, economic, political and ecological definitions we are now experiencing a need for a cultural shift that can be produced
from a peripherical point of view.

Terms of acceptance

Terms & Conditions and Privacy Terms

I accept Stronger Peripheries’ Terms & Conditions in full knowledge and willingly submit my application.
I am aware of and agree with the Privacy terms*

*Click here to check our Terms & Conditions

*Click here to check our Privacy Terms

Would you like to subscribe to Stronger Peripheries’ monthly (on average) newsletter?

https://app.strongerperipheries.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/stronger_peripheries_terms__Conditions_v2_final.pdf
https://strongerperipheries.eu/privacy-terms/
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Yes

Would you like to subscribe ARTEMREDE’S monthly (on average) newsletter?

Yes

Scoring

Average Score

0

Sent Notification: Validate submissions

Sent Notification: Admin Notification

Moved to folder: Pending (incomplete)

Sent Notification: Your application has been submitted!

Sent Notification: Your form has been submitted!

Workflow Submitted


